
MOLISE: Italy's Undiscovered Region

Molise is subdivided into two provinces that are named after 
their respective capitals: Campobasso and Isernia. Molise 
constitutes less than 1.5% of the Italian territory and less than 
1% of its population. Molise is bordered by the regions of 
Abruzzo to the north, Apulia to the east, Lazio to the west and 
Campania to the south. It has a short but beautiful coastline 
to the northeast, on the Adriatic Sea. More than 50% of Molise 
is mountainous, and makes up part of the National Park of 
Abruzzo, Lazio and Molise. Many of Europe's rarer species of 
flora and fauna still find a home in this heavily forested and 
relatively untouched region.
Molise has a small but pretty coastline along the Adriatic Sea. 
The largest town along the coast is Termoli, an ancient fishing 
village, situated on a small outcrop. Within the imposing walls 
towering above the sea, there is the Svevo Castle, of Norman 
origin, thought to have been built during the reign of Federico 
II, and the 13th century Cathedral.  Thanks to its large sandy 
beach and crystal clear bathing waters that are consistently 
awarded the European Blue Flag designation, Termoli has 
developed into a real tourist magnet, further attracting visitors 

with its picturesque seafront promenade where one can see fine 
examples of the traditional trabucchi fishing vessels. It’s logical 
that seafood forms the basis of Termoli's excellent cuisine. 
Tourism is growing as a result of the international flights from 
other European countries and North America which enter 
Pescara not far to the north in Abruzzo. Tourists are attracted not 
only by the National Park which offers great skiing, hiking and 
rock climbing, but by unspoiled beaches, antiquities, excellent 
food, salt-of-the-earth people, and the gentle pace of life.
Molise has been inhabited for over 700,000 years. The original 
inhabitants were the Samnites and Frentani, and they lived 
and prospered in this region until the arrival of the Romans. 
After the fall of the Roman Empire, Molise was invaded by the 
Goths and the Lombards.  In 860 AD, the Saracens destroyed 
many towns in the region. By the 10th century there were 9 
countdoms in Molise: Venafro, Larino, Trivento, Bojano, Isernia, 
Campomarino, Termoli, Sangro, and Pietrabbondante. In 1095, 
Bojano came under the rule of the Norman Hugo I of Molhouse, 
who gave his name to the region. Okay, enough dry facts.

Italy's Undiscovered Region
Molise Molise is a region on the eastern side of 

south-central Italy. Until 1963, it was part 
of the region of Abruzzi e Molise, alongside 
the region of Abruzzo. The division of the 
one region into two separate regions began 
in 1963 and was finalized in 1970, making 
Molise the newest region in Italy. Molise is 
the second smallest region in Italy, covering 
1,714 sq miles, and has a population of 
approx. 300,000 Molisani.
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Campobasso, the capital of Molise, consists of a new town and an 
interesting old town, with stepped streets and alleys, dominated 
by the imposing Castello Monforte. Campobasso was founded by 
the Romans as a base camp for conquering the resident Samnites. 
It took the Romans 200 years to conquer the Samnites so their 
presence is still evident.  Isernia is another ancient town, once 
the capital city of the Samnite people, with history dating back 
to the beginnings of civilization. Most of Isernia was destroyed in 
World War II, but the city was lovingly rebuilt.  
My family is from Vinchiaturo, a small mountain town in the 
Province of Campobasso. Vinchiaturo has a population of 
approx. 3,000 and an area of about 13.5 sq miles. It’s pretty 
mellow. I still have a few relatives living there from my 
father’s side of the family. Vinchiaturo was established by the 
Romans over 2,000 years ago as a place to imprison captured 
Samnites. To this day, the crest of Vinchiaturo pictures a tower 
and chains. My take on the meaning of the word Vinchiaturo 
is tower of the vanquished. 
Molisan agriculture produces notable wines, excellent olive 
oil (prized since Roman times), vegetables, grains, fruits and 
dairy products. Two very traditional products are grass pea 
(cicerchia) and faro. Molise's signature grape is Tintilia, which 
has been rediscovered during the last ten years.
Though there is a Fiat plant in Termoli, the industrial sector of 
Molise is dominated by stone quarries servicing the construction 
industry, and by small and medium-sized farms spread widely 
throughout the region. An important industry is food processing, 
as pasta, meat, milk products, olive oil and wine are traditional 
products of Molise. There is a small services sector that supports 
the industries and tourism. With very few exceptions, firms are 
small in all sectors, limiting the marketing of Molisan products 
on an international and even a national scale. For example, 
Molisan olive oil is widely recognized as some of the best in Italy, 
but production is small so it rarely goes outside the immediate 
region. But in a case like this, smaller might be better.
There is a lot of seismic activity in the mountainous parts of 
Molise and that has taken its toll on the region’s buildings 
and its inhabitants.  After the earthquake of 2002 some of 
the communities in Molise adopted a state-policy to rebuild 
their homes. Larino, near Termoli, has been beautifully 
transformed. Part of the policy is to return the houses to their 

historical colors and, based on careful research, the structures 
were painted in a range of soft pastel tones. Now Larino is an 
important center for tourism, and scores of expatriates from 
all over the world are returning to live there.
Molise is home to many Arbëresh since the 15th century. As a 
result, the Molisan dialect is heavily influenced by the native 
languages of the Arberesh living there. Molisan Croats speak 
an old Dalmatian dialect of the Croatian language. Molisan 
Albanians speak Arbëresh, a variety of Albanian, which is 
very different from the Albanian spoken in Albania itself. 
The Province of Campobasso has four towns with significant 
Arbëresh populations: Campomarino (Këmarini in Arbëresh), 
Montecilfone (Munxhufuni), Portocannone (Portkanuni), and 
Ururi (Rùri). 

Molisan Cuisine

There is a lot that can be said about food in Molisan society, 
but I don’t think I need to dwell here on the importance 
of food to an Italian. Basically, the flavors of Molise are 
dominated by the many aromatic herbs that grow there - 
marjoram, for example. My mother and grandmothers used 
marjoram as a seasoning more often than oregano. And lots of 
basil and parsley, too. Molisan foodstuffs are generally locally 
produced or even grown in home gardens. 
Molisan family meals are usually two-courses, with a first 
course of either pasta or soup, and a second course of fish 
or meat and vegetables accompanied by a big green salad 
dressed with local olive oil and red wine vinegar. Wine (often 
home-made) is usually on the table. Even the kids get a few 
small sips. And bread. It doesn’t matter if you are eating pasta 
- heck, some Molisans eat bread with their pasta. You always 
need a crust of bread to wipe the ragu off the plate after you 
finished the pasta – my father called it scarpett’. Or you might 
want to place a thick slice of crusty bread into your bowl of 
lentil soup or escarole soup, both Molisan traditions. 
Pasta is an absolute mainstay of the Molisan table. Traditionally, 
you have pasta with tomato sauce and popette, sausage and/or 
braciola as primo piatto three days a week: for dinner on Tuesday 
and Thursday, and for lunch on Sunday. But there is often pasta 
in the soup on Monday night and just maybe on the table again 
on Friday night instead of baccala. When I was growing up, we 
would have eaten pasta every night if my father and grandfather 
had their way. Those guys were Italian through and through.
Molisan after-dinner desserts vary but often focus on local fruit 
and cheese. Figs and pears, widely grown in Molise, are very 
popular fruits in season. Or there might be 
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Molisan truffles
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pignoli cookies (yum!!) or pizzelle and espresso with a little home-
made anisette or centerbe or Fernet or Sambuca added – solely 
for digestive purposes, of course. Torrone is another traditional 
dessert but usually reserved for special occasions and holidays. 
Some sweets and desserts have an ancient tradition in Molise and 
are linked to the history of the territory and to specific religious 
feast days and family festivities.
When company stops by after dinner, fresh or dried figs, nuts, 
olives, lupini, roasted garbanzos, biscotti, wine, and espresso are 
usually on the table. And maybe a little anisette and Fernet.

Molisan Wine
Molise is Italy's smallest wine region but it is up and coming. 
Molise is still an obscure region, because although excellent 
wines have been made in Molise as far back as 500 BC with 
influences coming from the Samnites, Etruscans and Romans, it 
only gained its independence as a wine region in the last half of 
the 20th century. Molise gained two of its own DOCs, Biferno and 
Pentro di Isernia, in the 1980s. Biferno and Pentro di Isernia wines 
include reds, whites and roses. In 1998, these two DOCs were 
joined by the newer Molise del Molise DOC, which encompasses 
the whole region and also makes sparkling spumante. Several 
grape varieties reign in this area, including Aglianico, Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Falanghina, Montepulciano and the 
native Tintilia.

Old Ways Live On in Molise
Molise is known for its tratturi, a network of ancient grassy paths 
still in use today. From 6 b.c. to only a few decades ago, countless 
Samnites / Etruscans / Romans / Italians walked these trails from 

season to season, herding sheep and goats, the principal mainstay 
of the southern peasant. The tratturi provide a rigorous journey 
from the cool mountain pastures of Abruzzo to the warm and 
humid Apulian plateaus. Many of the tratturi run next to or actually 
are ancient stone-paved Roman roads. Essentially, the tratturi cover 
the entire territory of Molise and offer trails that unite the Gargano 
National Park to the regions of Abruzzo, Lazio and Molise. Some 
shepherds still move their herds along this old network of paths to 
graze, evoking the rhythms, sounds and traditions of a very early 
time.  Ancient stone huts can be found scattered along the tratturi.
Molisan religious holi-
day observances tend 
to have many ancient 
aspects, perhaps more 
so than in the rest of 
Italy. For example, 
in Castelnuovo del 
Volturno, one very old 
pre-Lenten tradition 
centers around l’oumo 
cervo, the deer man, a 
man in a deer costume 
complete with antlers, 
who struggles with a 
masked man as a sym-
bol of man against na-
ture, man triumphing 
over his baser instincts, 
man achieving spiri-
tual purification. This 
tradition has its roots in pre-Christianity and was practiced wide-
ly across much of Europe in ancient times. During carnevale in the 
villages of Carpinone, Forli del Sannio, and Roccasicura, a pup-
pet known as Fantoccio is put on trial and burned at the stake. In 
the village of Sant'Agapito, his smoldering corpse is thrown off a 
cliff. In Tufara, the devil is put on trial and is marched through the 
streets accompanied by several figures dressed in white who keep 
him in chains before being burned. In many Molisan villages and 
towns, carnevale centers around a puppet dressed in black, with 
flax in his hand and a potato bottom with seven chicken feathers 
sticking out of it. The puppet is often suspended from balconies or 
from wires hanging in the yards. In Vinchiaturo, other ancient tra-
ditions involve couples jumping over a wood fire on the Feast of 
St. John, and men rolling large rounds of cheese down the street, 
like in Etruscan days, during Easter festivities. During the sum-
mer in Vinchiaturo, some young women wear a sprig of basil be-
hind their ears to get a kiss from their sweetheart. This tradition 
of "kiss me, Nicholas" or bacia nicola dates back to ancient Greek 
and Etruscan times. Traditional Christmas Eve bonfires bring the 
Molisani out into the freezing mountain night to sing traditional 
Christmas songs. And that’s when a pignoli cookie and little sip of 
anisette comes in handy.
There is so much more that I could write about Molise, but 
perhaps you would prefer to experience it first-hand. Molise isn’t 
far from Rome. Trains run to Campobasso every few hours. It’s 
easy to drive there, too. Like most of Italy, it is a wonderful place. 
Check it out when you want some down-home Italian peace and 
quiet.  --  Compiled from various online sources by John Romano    ß
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Italy's Undiscovered Region
Molise

Traditional salumi

Ancient traturri still move herds through the mountains next to old Roman roads

Beautiful Adriatic coastline

Typical Molisan mountain town

Plenty of winter snow
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Famous for bells since the Middle Ages

Lots of wildlife

Great for photos

Delicious simple foods, like cavatelli
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Pre-Roman customs, like cheese rolling (seriously)... ...and l'uomo cervo

Its own DOC Fabulous olive oil Archeological digs

Nice people


